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Rationale for this review

This review was commissioned to Birkbeck, University of London by Booktrust in February 2014. Booktrust is a reading charity that changes lives through books. Booktrust gives millions of books to children of all ages through both universal and targeted programmes. They also offer resources and advice to families and professionals (including librarians, early years practitioners, health visitors and teachers).

Booktrust runs several programmes for children in the early years. Bookstart provides free book packs for every baby and pre-school child in England, Wales and Northern Ireland with guidance materials to support parents and carers to read every day with their child. In England, the Bookstart Baby pack is gifted to babies aged 0-12 months via health partners, and the Bookstart Treasure pack is gifted to children aged 3-4 years in early years settings. Booktrust also provide specially designed packs for blind and deaf children (Booktouch and Bookshine) and Bookstart Star for children that have a condition or disability that impacts on their fine motor skills. Finally, Bookstart Corner is a targeted home-based intervention, which supports families with the greatest need, encouraging them to develop a love of books, stories and rhymes.

Booktrust commissioned this review, outlining the evidence on brain development in first three years of life, to help to inform the age at which they recommend as being the optimum time for parents/carers to start sharing books, stories and rhymes with their children. This review is expected to help inform the development of Booktrust’s programmes and work in the future by exploring what the research evidence suggests for the timing and nature of literacy interventions. This review includes a general overview of brain development in utero and during the first three years of life, before focusing on the specific areas of brain development associated with language, literacy, memory etc., and how the development of these areas can be affected by environmental factors. It also explores the development of sight and hearing– both in utero and from birth - and the implications this has for learning at different stages of development.

Mission statement for this review

Relating the growth of the brain to developmental changes in action, perceptual, and thinking abilities during the early years of human life presents a considerable scientific challenge. We review the current state of knowledge in this field with particular reference to book-related skills. Here, over four sections, we will:

I. Set out the principles of early brain development
II. Discuss the early development of perceptual and cognitive (thinking) systems that are relevant to book-related skills
III. Consider environments that affect the development of perceptual and cognitive systems related to reading
IV. Consider how we can promote or optimise book-related skills
SECTION I: The principles of early brain development

In this section, we introduce the basic principles of brain development. We briefly overview structures of the human brain and highlight those regions relevant to this review. Key processes in brain development before birth are described, including neuronal formation, migration, and myelination. By birth, the brain is functionally active – we discuss how we know this and also show that learning can occur prior to birth. We then turn to the changes in connections in the brain over development. These changes include simple increasing or ‘additive’ trends as well as the classic ‘rise and fall’ patterns characteristic of some aspects of human brain development.

The protracted period of human brain development after birth (see Box 1) represents an opportunity to understand how the environment shapes the brain. Concepts such as sensitive periods and “plasticity” during development are discussed in order to better understand how the environment plays a role in brain development. Finally, we consider how certain brain regions and networks may “specialise” to deal with particular types of information from the environment, and review our current understanding about how this specialisation occurs over development.

The human brain: an introduction

The human brain is arguably the most important organ of our body and is responsible for almost everything we do, whether it’s dreaming, playing sports or learning new information. It weighs just over a kilogram and contains over 100 billion nerve cells. The brain uses 20% of the energy generated by the body, even when we are apparently “resting” . Here, we introduce some of the terms we will use throughout the report.

Figure 1. Side view of the human brain (source: Wellcome Images)
When people look at pictures of the brain (see Figure 1), the part that resembles a large walnut is usually what is thought of as “the brain”. However, beneath this visible part of the brain (forebrain) are the so-called hindbrain and midbrain structures (these can be seen more clearly in Figure 2, which shows a slice through the centre of the brain). The forebrain consists of two hemispheres (left and right) that are bridged by a large white bundle of connections. The midbrain consists of structures found on the upper part of the brainstem - these are important for reflex actions and may be involved in reward and mood. The hindbrain consists of the cerebellum (or “little brain”). The cerebellum can be seen in the inset of Figure 2, just underneath the forebrain.

![Figure 2](Image)

*Figure 2. Coronal section of the brain. The inset shows where the section was made. Photo credit: John A Beal (Louisiana State University) via Wikimedia Commons*

The outer layer of the forebrain is known as the cortex (see Figure 2). The cortex is often called “grey matter” because the number of cell bodies and processes of the neurons packed into this layer give it a darker appearance. However, the cortex is not the only place grey matter is found. There are also grey matter bundles underneath the cortex (the “subcortex”). Underneath the cortex, we can see the “white matter” of the brain. White matter generally refers to bundles of connecting fibres covered in a fatty substance called myelin (see page 8).

![Figure 3](Image)

*Figure 3. Lobes of the human brain*
The cortex has a central role in processing the sensory information from the world around us, as well as mental processes such as attention, memory, and decision-making. It is an intricately folded sheet of 2-4mm thickness and with an area of about 2400 cm². It is made up of six layers that can vary in their thickness across different regions. In adults, different parts of the cortex (see Figure 3) are associated with varying functions. The occipital cortex is important for processing what we see through our eyes. Parts of the temporal cortex are specialised for processing sounds as well as social information about the appearance and actions of other humans. The parietal cortex is important for touch and representing space. Finally, the frontal cortex is important for motor behaviour as well as for planning, executing behaviour and making decisions.

While each of these regions is thought to be associated with different functions, these regions do not function all by themselves. Neuroscientists believe that it is differential patterns of activity across multiple regions that are important for performing everyday tasks. Nowadays, scientists are trying to characterise the network of regions associated with performing a task. Let us take the simple example of brain activity involved in naming a picture. For this task, frontal, temporal and occipital cortex regions are all ‘activated’. However, we can make an informed guess that occipital regions are activated as we are looking at a picture, temporal regions are activated as we retrieve sounds associated with the name of the picture, and frontal regions are activated as we move our mouths to say the name of the picture.

The brain is made up of two kinds of cells, neurons and supporting cells. The basic working unit of the brain is the neuron (shown in Figure 4). Neurons come in many different shapes and sizes, which may reflect their precise function. They receive electrical signals via branched projections called a dendritic tree, and send out signals through nerve fibres called axons. Neurons communicate with each other via chemical messengers called neurotransmitters, which act somewhat like on/off switches for the next neuron. Neurons are less common than supporting cells in the brain.

*Figure 4. Neurons in the human brain (source: Wellcome Images)*
Brain development in utero

Neurons are ‘born’ during a sequence of events involved in the prenatal development of the human brain. The fertilised egg initially divides to form a cluster of cells. This cluster then differentiates into a three-layered structure; each layer of which gives rise to different organ systems. The outermost layer is responsible for the development of the nervous system and brain and neurons are born as part of this process. After young neurons are born, they travel or migrate to the region where they are eventually located in the mature brain. Once a neuron has migrated to its final location, it develops connections with other neurons at both ends – on one end, it forms a dendritic tree and integrates into the grey matter and at the other end, its axon forms part of the white matter (Appendix 1 details the intricate process of early brain development).

After the underlying white matter structure has been formed by the axons, the brain becomes much more efficient at transmitting signals due to the process of myelination. In this process, nerve fibres become covered by a fatty sheath called ‘myelin’ that allows faster and cleaner transmission of nerve impulses. This is akin to coating an electrical wire to make signals transmit faster. By the time the foetus is 37-40 weeks, myelin can already be detected in some subcortical structures. Myelination continues into the second decade of life. Cortical association areas (areas that serve a secondary function rather than processing basic sensory or motor signals) are the last to be myelinated. There has been much speculation linking myelination to advances in behavioural and cognitive development. However, while myelination greatly increases the speed and fidelity of transmission of nerve impulses (by a factor of 100), under-myelinated connections are still capable of transmitting signals, and some connections never myelinate (also see later section on key patterns on neural change after birth, page 10).

The brain is functionally active at birth

By the time of birth in humans, the vast majority of neurons have been born, migrated to their final locations, and have differentiated into recognisable types. The main lobes of cortex are also developed and the brain is functionally active.

There is some evidence to suggest that the brain is ready to learn even before the baby is born. As infants can hear sounds in utero, most studies have used sound to assess learning. For example, in one study, babies were played the theme song of a popular TV soap opera both during pregnancy, as well as shortly after birth. Changes in movements of the foetus (and then newborns) were found in response to this familiar tune, an effect that lasted for at least 3 weeks after birth. Foetal learning has also been demonstrated using familiar nursery rhymes read by mothers. More recently, researchers have measured how familiar native and non-native vowel sounds were to newborns using number of sucks on a pacifier as the measure. This showed that newborns (7-7.5 hours after birth) could differentiate between vowel sounds from their language and those from a non-native language, suggesting that the sound that a baby hears in-utero shapes their listening preferences after birth.

While this evidence suggests that the brain is functionally active before birth, until recently we have not been able to directly examine brain activity during infancy. A promising new window into functional brain development involves scanning the brain during rest (while a participant is not engaged in any particular task). Functional networks of different regions of the brain can then be extracted from these scans and are thought to
reflect averages of sensory and task driven activation patterns over a prolonged period. In adults, these functional networks share regions in common with task-activated networks, such as those associated with action, and vision and sound processing. Recent work shows that functional brain networks begin to emerge in the third trimester of pregnancy. When pre-term infants were scanned at thirty weeks the functional networks were barely recognisable, but by the time of birth they resembled adult resting-state networks. In full-term infants, studies have detected functional networks involving the primary central and motor areas, prefrontal cortex and cerebellum. However, while the functional networks in infancy resemble those seen in adults, they are not yet complete or stable, further suggesting that the full network architecture of the brain emerges over childhood.

Figure 5. This graph illustrates the key prenatal and postnatal events in brain development (Adapted from 11,12). The classic “rise and fall” pattern described in-text is illustrated over different regions of cortex via corresponding colours, as are additive processes like myelination and hippocampal neurogenesis. For illustrative purposes, labels on the curve approximate the functions of the brain regions shown in the same colour.

Key patterns of neural change after birth

Between birth and adulthood, there is a large 3-to-4-fold increase in the total volume of the brain. The increase in volume cannot be explained by the addition of neurons as the vast majority are in place at birth. However, there is a dramatic increase in size and complexity of the dendritic tree (see page 7) of most neurons after birth.

Microscopic study of post-mortem brains shows that there is a steady rise in the quantity of connections made by neurons in different regions of the cortex over the first years of life. While an increase in these connections begins around birth in humans for all cortical areas studied to date, the most rapid bursts of increasing connections, and the final peak, occurs at different ages in different areas. For example, in the occipital cortex,
there is a rapid burst at 3 to 4 months, and the maximum number (around 150% of adult level) is reached between 4 and 12 months. In contrast, while the generation of these connections starts at the same time in the frontal cortex, the number of connections increases much more slowly and does not reach its peak until mid-childhood (approximately 6 years of age). Once the peak is reached, we observe a fall in the number of connections. While the extent and reach of a cell's dendritic tree may increase dramatically, precisely which neurons it connects to becomes more selective. This increased selectivity is achieved through pruning out those connections that have been largely unused resulting in a fall in the number of connections.

In contrast to the rise and fall pattern described above, other aspects of postnatal human brain development are additive, such as myelination of white matter (discussed in prenatal development), and therefore show a steady increase with development. Another additive process is the gradual addition (or replacement) of neurons in the hippocampus/ striatum (structures that are thought to be involved in memory and learning). Figure 5 depicts the key prenatal and postnatal events in brain development.

While the developments in the brain discussed so far concern aspects of the structure of the brain, it is important to note that there are also developmental changes in the chemical messengers (neurotransmitters) of the brain. Neurons can be thought of as sitting within a bath of different chemical substances that enhance or inhibit their activity. A number of these neurotransmitters also show the rise and fall developmental pattern. The distinctive "rise and fall" developmental sequence is therefore seen in not only in terms of structure of the brain (its wiring patterns), but also in some of the chemical messengers supporting neural function.

Sensitive periods and brain plasticity

Periods during which parts of the brain are maximally responsive to experience, or influenced by the environment, are known as sensitive periods. During these sensitive periods, the brain is considered to be at its most flexible, or "plastic". Sensitive periods are a feature of development across species. For example, songbirds only have a certain window of time to learn their song. Not exposing them to a tutor song during this period means that they will not be able to produce it themselves. In humans, sensitive periods were originally invoked to explain differences between learning your native tongue versus second language learning. When learning conditions are equalised, adults and children can show similar abilities to learn language, but later learning of language is rarely achieved without an accent. Other evidence for sensitive periods comes from studies of basic perceptual systems such as vision or audition (see Sections II and III). Here, we consider in more detail what sensitive periods actually are.

As development unfolds, increasingly more complex types of cells and specialised structures emerge. The development of biological structures, such as the brain and its constituent parts is often considered as a process of restriction of fate in which cells become increasingly differentiated and specialised for certain functions. For example, stem cells are examples of cells that still have many different options available for their later forms. Experiments show that if you transpose the location of a group of cells within the developing embryo they will often develop to form a different structure from that which they would have done if left in their original location.
Plasticity is the flip side of the coin to “restriction of fate”. In development, we can simply view plasticity as the result of a brain region’s structure or function not yet being fully committed or tuned. By this view, the mechanisms of plasticity remain the same throughout the lifespan. However, the expression of plasticity is more limited in adulthood because most aspects of brain structure and function have already become specialised and stabilised and thus there is less scope for further change\textsuperscript{20,21}.

Recent studies have enhanced our understanding of the cellular and behavioural processes associated with sensitive periods. Experiments show that plasticity can be prolonged beyond the typical end of the relevant sensitive period simply by changing the type of experience\textsuperscript{22,23}. For example, targeted video game practice on visual perception tasks led to long-lasting improvement in performance for patients with amblyopia (who have a loss of vision in a ‘good’ eye due to early visual deprivation). While this research is in its early days, it points to the way to how a better understanding of sensitive periods might be applied to child development.

**Functional specialisation**

Over time, some parts of the brain become specialised for certain activities (e.g., a region originally responsive to a wide variety of visual objects may come to confine its processing exclusively to upright human faces\textsuperscript{24,25}). The activity level of a given cortical region is determined by the activity in the regions connected with the region as well as the pattern of connectivity. During postnatal development, changes in the functions of cortical regions occur as they interact and compete with each other to acquire their roles. The onset of new behaviour during infancy will therefore be associated with changes in network activity over several regions. For example, a region in between the temporal and occipital lobe in adult brain is more responsive to written words relative to other complex visual patterns. This region lies in between regions specialised for object recognition and those specialised in retrieving sound information. Activation of this region becomes more precise with increased experience of reading, showing that there is increasing fine-tuning or specialisation occurring in this neural region\textsuperscript{26}. In Box 2, we also discuss another kind of specialisation that has interested many neuroscientists: the balance between the left and the right hemispheres.

While experiments have provided evidence for the increasing specialisation of individual parts of cortex during postnatal development, it is clear that the next step is to understand how networks involving different regions, each with their own different specialisations, emerge.

**SECTION II: Early development of sensory and cognitive systems relevant to the enjoyment of books, rhymes and songs**

In this section, we discuss the typical development of sensory skills such as hearing and vision and the role they play in learning to read. Our focus here is on how children build their language systems and start to make sense of the visual world around them. We also highlight the importance of social support for the young child to learn about the world around them, and on how social behaviour is important for language and literacy.
A. Early hearing and language development

For later reading proficiency, children need to have good sound processing systems as well as vocabulary skills. They can then map this knowledge onto the objects and the symbols that they can recognise and remember. Here, we discuss how children learn the sounds and words of their native language.

A.1. Laying down a “sound” foundation

Infants hear the sounds of their native language prior to birth (but sound information is muffled due to the presence of amniotic fluid and the mother’s belly) and they can recognise what vowels in their native language should sound like. Even a few hours after birth, infants have a preference for their mother’s voice and can distinguish the rhythm of their native language (for example, the rhythm or prosody of Japanese as compared to English). However, newborns don’t just like human speech, they show an equal preference for sounds similar to human speech (similar to their preference for face-like images, see box 3). However, by three months of age, infants have developed a clear preference for human speech even over closely related vocal sounds such as monkey calls. This suggests that experience of hearing speech and language plays an important role in tuning this perceptual system.

As development progresses, broad listening biases are shaped by the sounds that are necessary for the language the infant will speak. In this regard, infants’ listening behaviour mimics the classic rise and fall pattern described in early brain development. Initially, infants can discriminate between sounds of most languages - for example, 6-8-month-old infants discriminate between two Hindi “da” sounds that native English adult speakers do not (as it is not relevant within their language). 10-12-month-old infants raised in an English-speaking environment lose the ability to discriminate between the two Hindi sounds, while Hindi exposed infants do not. It has been suggested that children actively learn which distinctions to keep processing, based on extracting statistical information about the distribution of sounds in their native language. This “tuning in” or re-organization of perceptual systems is considered useful for later learning as children focus on what is relevant for their particular communication skills. It is important to note that some phonetic categories (the boundaries of speech sounds in a language) can be regained even in adulthood. However, learning in adulthood seems to involve more effort, perhaps as resources have already been committed to one set of biases.

The sound processing systems (learning which sounds are relevant as well as how they combine within one’s native language) discussed here are very important for later literacy. In fact, such fine knowledge of sounds in an individual’s native language is the best predictor of later reading skills. Children are aware of some elements of sound structure in their language even before starting school (for a further breakdown, see the line on phonological processing in Figure 6). As early as three years of age, children show awareness of rhyme and alliteration (as in “Peppa Pig”). Three-year-olds may become familiar with finer details of sound structure in their language through nursery rhymes. In the rhyme “Jack and Jill went down the hill”, to understand that ‘Jill and ‘hill’ rhyme, children must learn that the two words have some sounds (“ill”) in common, and that the common part is a segment of both words. Further, they can learn that the addition
of a single sound to this common segment changes the meaning of the word. Indeed, children’s recitation of rhymes at age 3 has been found to predict the development of the understanding of such details of sound structure even when controlling for their IQ and family background (also see Box 4 for how rhymes and songs might influence auditory preferences).

Building flexible and detailed knowledge of the sound units in one’s language, as well as how they combine, is important for later literacy, as it is these units that will be mapped onto visual symbols during reading. However, this relationship is a two-way street as reading itself builds this fine knowledge of sound.

Figure 6 depicts milestones on the path to literacy. Figure sourced from Rvachew and Savage (2006) and was originally published in Paediatrics and Child Health 2006;11(9):589-593.

A.2. How do babies learn words?

An early challenge for infants is finding the words in their language. This is best illustrated by an adult’s experience when listening to a foreign language. A phrase like “yeh-kursi-he” (“this is a chair” in Hindi) is continuous, and even if the listener knows the speaker is referring to a chair it is hard to separate out which part of the sound stream specifically refers to chair (in this case, “kursi”). With only a few minutes exposure to a language, infants can work out the likelihood that pairs of sounds occur within the language concerned. This means that they use probability to understand that “hk” or “ih” are less likely to be a part of words and more likely to signal boundaries between words in the phrase. This ability is referred to as “statistical learning.” Eight-month-old infants
begin to extract the words (and as they grow older and more familiar with the words in their language, the grammatical structure) of their native language 36. Furthermore, as they become familiar with the sounds that occur in their language and the frequency with which they occur, they extract phrases and elements of sentence structure.

Words spoken out of the context of a sentence must be linked to the object they refer to (“the referent”) in order to build a vocabulary. Children seem to learn associations between a word and its referent using a range of different strategies. For example, children follow the eyes of others (gaze cues) and use gestures like pointing. Some authors have suggested that infants also use cognitive strategies such as “mutual exclusivity” (for example, if we already know what an orange is we can conclude by looking at a new object that the spoken word “orange” does not refer to that object). It is important to note that children younger than 17-months struggle to map words that are extremely close in phonological (sound) space to differing referents (for example, “bih” vs “dih”). In this example, the sounds “b” and “d” differ by only one feature, but the feature they differ by can differentiate words. This suggests that making new word-object associations is particularly difficult when the sound information provided is very similar - this may be due to the increased effort required to detect and process the difference 37. The effort that is required for word learning can be reduced in a variety of ways, e.g. by making the sounds of words more distinguishable. While learning the words for objects can be very quick, an emerging body of evidence suggests that retaining these associations in memory and being able to produce these novel words follows a much longer developmental trajectory 38,39.

Large studies involving parental questionnaires show that children begin to understand what many words refer to (comprehension) around 9-10 months of age 40. Word production typically starts a few weeks later (see Figure 6 for typical milestones in speech production and expressive language 31). Children’s early productions tend to involve the names of objects, although some children do use holophrases (for example, the word “food” to indicate “give me food”). This early period of expressive language development is characterised by a great deal of individual variability 40. For example, between the ages of 16-20 months, infants dramatically add to their vocabularies, prompting some researchers to call this phase of development the “vocabulary burst”. Interestingly, around 16 months of age, typically developing children in the lowest one percent of language development skills produce about 10 words. However, children in the highest percentile produce about 180 words. This variation is typical as all these children go on to have typical language skills as adults. Yet, such differences are important to keep in mind when trying to understand developmental differences in language 41.

B. Early visual development

Children start out by learning to recognise and differentiate objects in our complex visual world. Later in development, they will learn to distinguish finer visual features associated with letters. Here, we focus on the developments in children’s visual perception, starting from the early differentiation of objects from their background visual scenes and how they start to use their visual experience to act on objects.

Although the structure of the eye, lens, and eye muscles are mainly complete by the third trimester in-utero, they are not fully developed by birth. Changes in these structures,
as well as changes at the level of the brain itself, place limitations on children's vision. Children's visual acuity is relatively poor in the first few months of life. In comparison to adults who are able to detect differences of about 1% visual contrasts, newborns require contrasts of around 30-40% before they can detect them (simple black and white patterns are very high contrast and approach 100%)\textsuperscript{42}. Further, infants become better at focussing on objects from two months of age, whereas appreciation of depth cues (and therefore distance) from pictures only emerges by around five months of age\textsuperscript{42}.

Until recently, it was unclear whether it was the limitations imposed by changes in the eye, or by the changes in visual pathways in the brain, that limited visual processing early in life\textsuperscript{43}. Analyses in which the form and structure of photoreceptors in the eyes of newborns were compared to adults have revealed that the age differences in the resolution of visual processing observed are much greater than predicted on the basis of the eye limitations alone\textsuperscript{44}. This shows that brain development has an important role to play in the development of vision\textsuperscript{44}. While infants respond to visual input in some of the same brain regions that are specialised for vision in adults\textsuperscript{43}, there are clearly considerable brain changes that take place over development (also see Section III for the role of experience of the environment in driving these changes).

B.1. How do babies learn to recognise an object?

As adults, we take the existence of objects for granted. For example, when we see a photograph of a family on holiday we can differentiate between the members of the family, guess where the photograph might have been taken based on recognisable landmarks, what objects the children might be holding and so on. However, the basic visual elements of this photograph are simply overlapping and adjacent surfaces comprising different colours, shapes, and visual textures. Over development, individuals have to learn to be able to separate such visual scenes into meaningful components, in much the same way as they need to extract words from a stream of sounds. This is particularly important for their understanding of the visual world around them, because they would otherwise experience it as a series of fleeting surfaces, instead of as objects and people that move in coherent ways within structured landscapes\textsuperscript{45}.

The extent to which the infant brain acquires the ability to see objects as separate from their background through experience of visual scenes remains somewhat controversial. While newborns can see objects as being different from the surrounding background, their processing of these objects is more fragile and fragmented than that of adults\textsuperscript{45}. A classic study illustrates this using so-called box-and-rod displays (see Figure 7). Babies are familiarised with a display of a moving slanted rod partially covered by a box in front. The perceived motion makes it look as though the rod is moving horizontally behind the box. Later, infants are shown a whole rod or a broken rod. The amount of time an infant looks at the ‘new’ object is used as an assessment of their understanding of object representations (see Figure 7). Newborns perceive the rod to be two parts (as in the rod shown on the right), but after four months of age they correctly identify it as being a single object that was previously partly obscured from view (rod on the left)\textsuperscript{46}. It has been proposed that this is because newborns require a full range of different cues (including common motion, 3D depth cues, background texture, and alignment of object edges) for
detecting whole objects \(^{47}\). In contrast, adults and older infants need many fewer cues in order to perceive their visual world as composed of objects of different shapes and sizes, and at different distances.

**Figure 7.** The box and rod display is shown in the top image. The two images on the bottom show what representations of the rod could look like when the box is removed.

### B.2. Acting on objects

The visual processing of objects is divided into two relatively separate systems ("what" and "where") in the adult brain. The "what" stream extends from the regions specialized for vision to the temporal lobe; the "where" route extends from the occipital cortex to the parietal lobe. The latter "where" route is important for planning and performing actions on objects, for example, reaching for and grasping an object. Studies indicate that activation in the "where" route involves tracking the motion of an object in space in terms of its location, for relative motion when the object moves away from or towards the viewer, as well as the size, general shape and orientation. These functions of the "where" stream are complementary to those of the "what" route. Regions in the "what" stream respond to the specific features of objects in a spatially invariant manner, allowing adults to recognise features of objects, scenes and individuals in a more enduring manner (i.e. regardless of their distance or location).

Integration of these two pathways has been found to be necessary before children could successfully reach for and grasp specific objects. In one experiment \(^{48}\), infants watched as objects were presented on a stage before a screen came down to hide them from view. When the screen was lifted, the experimenters changed some details about the toy. Sometimes the surface features (colour, facial identity) of the toy were changed, sometimes the location was changed, and occasionally both were changed. Infants were found to be able to remember *either* the features or the location change, but not both. This indicated that infants could use the "what" and "where" pathways independently, but not together. Further, if the task involved objects that were the right size/shape for infants to grasp, they would be more likely to activate the "where" pathway. However, if the object was too large or too far away, it was more likely to activate the "what" pathway.

The typical onset of attempts to reach for objects (with an open hand) is about four months of age. However, younger infants can be trained to control objects. In a novel study, this was accomplished by having infants wear little mittens covered in Velcro. The
infants were then given toys that would stick to these mittens, which enabled them to lift objects by simply by swiping at them and making contact. When tested later without the gloves on, these infants showed increased hand-eye co-ordination and more mature grasping compared to infants who were not given this unusual early Velcro experience. Once infants became more skilled at reaching and grasping, they were also more influenced by the size and relative distance of an object, suggesting better integration of the “what” and “where” pathways.

C. Early social development

Here, we focus on why social behaviour is important for language and literacy.

Infants direct a great deal of their attention to adults, not only for protection and nutrition, but also because they are usually the best and most reliable sources of information about other aspects of the world. In other words, babies need to learn about others, so that they can then learn from others. In fact, social behaviour shows considerable changes in the first years of life. Infants progress from understanding the cues adults use to direct the attention of others (such as directing eye gaze), to then sharing attention to objects with others, to then being able to direct others’ attention toward things of common interest.

As previously discussed, eight-to-nine-month-old infants can pick up information about the sound structure specific to their language within a few minutes of exposure (see “statistical learning”, page 13). Studies have shown that for this kind of learning to occur a live human speaker is not absolutely essential. However, English-speaking nine-month-old infants learnt a foreign language (Mandarin) much better when they had a live teacher compared to when they were exposed to televised teaching, or an audio presentation. In the live teacher condition of this study, teachers read books and played with toys and used unscripted language. In the television/audio conditions, the same teachers were used, and the same statistical information about the language could be extracted from their speech. The importance of social interaction has been observed even for speech production. These effects could be due to increased attention and arousal elicited by the presence of another human. They could also be a result of the information gained during social interaction. For example, in a live situation, what a tutor looks at and points to might convey more complex and multi-sensory information about the world around the infant.

A social behaviour that appears particularly important for language and literacy is “joint attention”. This is when two individuals share a common focus of attention on an object of mutual interest. The quantity and quality of joint or shared attention between children and their caregivers has also been linked to early communication abilities in the child. When joint attention abilities emerge is a matter of debate and is linked to the specific conditions studies have been conducted in. In general, when a very simple visual scene is used, babies can follow adult’s direction of eye gaze to the left or the right as young as two-to-three months of age. However, babies only begin to look behind themselves when following another’s gaze after about twelve-eighteen months of age, suggesting that their original search space is limited. Babies start to try to direct the attention of adults at around nine months of age. Pointing is another way to signal what objects both individuals are interested in. It is believed that babies typically start to
comprehend adult pointing at around ten months of age, and start pointing themselves soon after 59.
SECTION III: Environments that affect skills related to later literacy

In the following section, we consider how different sensory, social and cultural environments could influence development.

The effects of the environment

It has been known for some time that there are substantial effects of the environment in which an animal is raised on the patterns of connections and functional specialisations that develop within their brain. This has been demonstrated in studies where rats were either reared in cages with toys and other objects they could explore, caged with other rats but without toys, or caged alone and without toys. The results were clear - only active experience with the toys allowed animals to extract appropriate information to deal with complex, appetitive tasks (finding food in a new maze-like spatial environment). Further, the numbers of connections in regions of their brain were quite different across rats reared in these different conditions. The rats raised with toys had about 2000 more connections per neuron than rats that were caged alone, with the rats who had other rats for company falling in between. This suggests that a complex, rich and variable environment is important for the optimal development of brains. While experiments like this on humans would clearly be unethical, scientists have used a variety of naturally occurring environments to understand effects on human development. Here, we discuss the effects of bilingualism as well as those of more challenging sensory/social environments on children's brain and cognitive development.

Differing environments in development: challenging sensory environments

Changes in the sensory environment (for example, blindness from birth) can have consequences on visual and social behaviour. Scientists have studied individuals who were partially blind for some period of time after birth due to being born with dense cataracts in both eyes. These cataracts were surgically reversed to allow clear vision within the first year of life. Despite this early intervention and after years of normal visual experience, there were life-long effects on several aspects of vision. While children with cataracts at birth recovered their sensitivity to low spatial frequencies (wide stripes at low contrast), they had difficulties in seeing the finest detail of images when they were tested at 7 years of age. In addition, they were better at focusing on parts or features rather than the overall gist of an image. For example, in face processing tasks, they focused on the features of the face (such as eye shape) rather than how features fit together to form a face. They failed to notice differences in cues that signal changes in configuration, for instance, distance between the eyes.

Sighted children who are born to blind parents have a smaller but significant change in their visual environment, i.e. their parents do not provide them with the typical range of eye gaze cues (for a discussion of why these cues are important, see the section on early social development, page 18). However, this reduced experience of eye contact and gaze behaviour does not preclude sighted infants from developing typical processing of these stimuli and other social-communication skills. Indeed, the need to switch between different types of communication strategy may actually enhance other general skills during development.

In Section I, we have discussed ‘sensitive periods’ in human development. Children born with hearing impairment have been used as an example to illustrate sensitive periods for spoken language in humans. Many of these children faced difficulties in learning
spoken language even after their hearing ability was restored via hearing aids or cochlear implants in the preschool years. It was believed that this reflected the closing of the sensitive period for language, and that early intervention for hearing was crucial for successful spoken language learning. The closing of the sensitive period for language was thought to be solely related to the lack of early sound experience.

In addition, neural evidence suggested that the lack of early sound experience caused changes in both connections between different kinds of sensory inputs and plasticity of the brain regions associated with sound processing. Event related potentials are calculated by averaging multiple instances of electrical activity from the brain in response to a specific signal. In individuals who are deaf from birth, these measures suggest that areas of their auditory cortex are more sensitive to peripheral visual stimulation than is typical. These results have been interpreted as a take-over of regions of cortex that are normally dedicated to the processing of sound by visual processing, due to the absence of hearing early in development. To prevent such a take-over, parents of children with hearing impairment were previously advised not to provide their children with visual language input.

However, these results need to be interpreted with some caution with respect to intervention. For deaf children raised in deaf families, language milestones are achieved at similar ages to those of hearing children (note that these milestones refer to sign language milestones in deaf families and spoken language milestones in hearing families). More recent findings and advice is that early exposure to language input by any means (including visual or sign language) is very important for later language outcomes.

Differing environments in development: challenging social environments

Analyses that estimate the relative genetic and environmental contribution to behaviour show that the environments children are exposed to influence reading ability. Researchers have used socioeconomic differences to explore how the environment contributes to individual differences in phonological awareness (awareness of sound structure in words), as well as differences in the understanding and production of language (key skills that feed into reading ability). A seminal study demonstrated that the difference in language experience for children whose families were on welfare as compared to those in ‘professional’ families was some 30 million words by 3 years of age (this number includes repetitions of the same words/ phrases and is only an estimate of the difference in exposure to speech). This study also looked at children growing up in “working class” families, whose language experience lay somewhere in between the other two groups.

Interestingly, the authors suggest that this is not entirely due to the complexity of parent’s speech, which was fairly similar in all three groups. Here, we discuss some other reasons that might explain these linguistic differences across socioeconomic status. Greater experience with language can increase the rate of growth in receptive and expressive language. One of the factors that characterised children accelerating from a low performing group to a high performing one was increased exposure to language via shared book reading activities (parents and children reading books together). Here, we focus on why such sharing of books might be particularly important.

It is tempting to assume that early exposure to print (via books) is the factor that influences children’s later language and literacy abilities. However, in a study that
measured 4-to-5-year-olds children’s eye movements as they were read storybooks, children did not appear to pay much attention to the text. Rather, they focused on the illustrations of the stories, even if these were just simple line drawings. Such research emphasises the sharing of attention component of early book use, rather than the simple exposure of the child to printed text. Parent-child interaction during parent reading establishes a joint focus of attention between the child and the adult. It is likely that children’s attention to book illustrations, in concert with the accompanying spoken language from their parent, enhances children’s vocabulary. Some studies suggest that parental language is more complex during shared reading events. Parents use longer sentences, are more responsive to children’s utterances, and introduce more abstract concepts during book sharing.

It has been shown that parent-child interaction differs across socioeconomic background, with ‘professional’ families more likely to be encouraging of children’s attempts at communication. Parents can support early reading in various ways, including motivating the child, pointing at pictures, labelling pictures, commenting on the illustrations and providing feedback on children’s communicative attempts. Compared to simply reading the text in a book, this social interaction may be particularly beneficial. The benefits of early book sharing might initially be due to the increase in the exposure to spoken language from the parent and new vocabulary that is introduced in these social situations. As children get older and develop their knowledge of print, they tend to focus more on the actual text itself. This is especially true of words that are recognised, and for skilled readers relative to unskilled readers at the same age. It has been suggested that there may be a snowball effect; early book sharing with an adult leads to better letter-reading and comprehension, and children with better comprehension are then more likely to attend to text independently of social support.

In extreme situations in which infants are deprived of social contact and interaction, (such as infants that were placed in poor quality orphanages or children’s homes early in development) they show deficits in IQ, verbal skills and reading that last into the school years. In terms of the brain, there are differences in grey and white matter in children who were raised in institutions such as orphanages. However, factors such as the level of care, staff-to-child ratios and age that the child is placed in the orphanage/children’s home make a difference, with “good” orphanages or children’s homes being associated with better outcomes. For example, two-to-five year old children in orphanages or children’s homes who talked frequently with a single adult had similar vocabulary sizes to children raised in their homes. These results again illustrate the importance of the quality of infant-caregiver interactions in the early years.

Differing environments in development: bilingualism

Infants who are regularly exposed to two native languages tend to pass their language milestones at around the same time as do children who are learning just one (although some studies suggest that they are slightly slower). However, there are clear differences in the language experience they receive. Children learning two languages typically receive less input of each language compared to a monolingual child. In addition, they need to switch between two languages and minimise interference between them. Some authors have suggested that this switching could even enhance their cognitive control and perceptual skills. The ability to keep two languages separate emerges quite early in development; by four months of age Spanish-Catalan infants can differentiate the...
language spoken despite the very similar rhythm of Spanish and Catalan. Bilingual infants also use a variety of cues to switch between languages, e.g. they will track the rhythm and visual gestures within a language in a way that monolinguals do not.

In the earlier sections, we discussed the perceptual tuning of infant’s phonological systems. Children who are bilingual tune into the sounds of both of their native languages. However, the developmental changes seen are not straightforward, and they occasionally lose the distinction between sounds in one of their native languages only to reacquire it again later.

When it comes to word learning, bilingual children may not weight cues equally. For example, it has been demonstrated that bilinguals do not use the principle of “mutual exclusivity” (see page 14). This is presumably because they realise that one object can have different labels in each of their languages.

Bilinguals also differ in their understanding of print. For example, in a test of monolinguals as well as French-English, Chinese-English and Hebrew-English bilinguals between 4-5 years of age, children made judgements about whether a printed word changed meaning when moving to a new location. Here, a printed word (“umbrella”) was placed next to an object (say an umbrella) and the child read the word on the card. Afterwards, and seemingly by accident, the experimenter moved the word closer to a different object. The child was asked to read the same word, which was now closer to the different object. To perform correctly, children had to take into account that a word does not change if moved and that the printed word was still “umbrella”. All bilingual groups performed better than monolinguals. These results suggest that bilingual children could have an advantage in understanding the symbolic function of print. Other evidence from 7-9 year olds learning to read in bilingual contexts (in this case 50:50 English and Spanish exposure in schools) indicates that bilinguals perform better than monolinguals on passage comprehension and reading irregular words, suggesting that there could be a facilitative effect of bilingualism. However, as these studies do not investigate progress over development, it remains unclear how long this facilitation lasts.

**Differing environments in development: writing systems**

The most commonplace symbols in the world are the alphabet and number systems (such as Arabic numerals). While learning these symbol systems typically involves some explicit teaching, symbol learning starts much earlier in development. For example, even the age of three, children are able to recognise common symbols such as logos of popular commercial brands that are ubiquitous in modern society. In fact, the more sophisticated a child’s reasoning skills are, the more inferences they could make about these symbols, such as the particular values associated with the brand.

The nature of the symbol system in use in a particular culture affects the development of literacy. For example, in some scripts such as standard written Chinese, characters represent words. In others, like Japanese, characters represent syllables. In yet others, like English or Italian, characters represent basic sound-level information. In languages such as English or Italian, spelling-sound correspondences may be regular or irregular. In more consistent spelling systems like Italian, children learn to read faster than in less consistent spelling systems like English. However, it is clear that children all over the world learn to read despite these differences in the spelling systems of their language.
Here, we suggest how developmental research might inform the nature of books that are provided for use with young children. We focus on the images used in books, the colours of the images presented, how manipulating books might affect learning, and also how the variability and repetition related to book use plays a role in language learning.

Pictures as symbols: moving from real objects to illustrations

Illustrations prove a positive challenge for young children as they are usually intended to depict a real world object or scene, but obviously (to us as adults) are not the same as the real world item 94. Importantly, illustrations also represent or symbolise things in the real world. While very young infants can recognise pictures, they tend to treat them as being essentially the same thing as the objects they depict. For example, even newborns can associate a two-dimensional representation (an illustration) with a simple 3D object 95. Until nine months of age however, infants treat pictures in a similar manner to objects. For example, they manually explore picture books - rubbing, feeling and striking at the picture’s surface. Further, the more realistic the pictures are, the more manual exploration is evoked 96,97. In contrast, older infants (around one and half - two years of age) tend to show a preliminary understanding of the nature of illustrations: when presented with pictures they point to them and/or attempt to label them 97.

So far, there are two studies that suggest experience with pictures affects children’s understanding of pictures as symbols. In villages in Peru and India where picture books are less commonly used, three-to-five year old children did not succeed on tasks with illustrations requiring symbolic understanding (the ‘false belief’ task, to succeed in which one must understand someone else’s knowledge can be different from one’s own, was used. For example, in a false belief task that employs change in contents, children are asked what is in a box of ‘Smarties’ bearing the typical label. Subsequent pictures reveal that the contents inside the box were switched from sweets to pencils. The child is then asked to predict what another new person will think is inside the box. The correct answer is ‘Smarties’, but the Peruvian and Indian children typically said ‘pencils’. However, they did succeed in the same false-belief tasks when real objects were used instead of pictures. In contrast, Canadian children with high book experience succeeded on both versions of the task 98. In a second study, researchers showed that children in Tanzanian villages were slower in learning object names from pictures relative to North American children 99. These studies suggest that early exposure to pictures may have an effect on children’s later comprehension of illustrations and books.

In addition, knowledge derived from illustrations must be generalised to the real world objects that they represent. Research indicates that young children have difficulty transferring information between 2 dimensional and 3 dimensional sources. Children’s learning from pictures changes around the same time as they start to understand the nature of pictures. In general, the more realistic the pictorial illustrations, the more children tend to imitate actions depicted in the illustration. While 18-month-olds only imitated actions when they were given colour photographs, 24-month-olds imitated actions when they were given coloured pictures and colour photographs. This suggests that the older children are able to learn from more abstract images 100.

Seeing the visual world in colour
As adults, we perceive an accurate representation of a world composed of differently coloured objects of various sizes, orientations and locations in three-dimensional space. This common sense impression is extraordinary, given that the two-dimensional patterns of light that fall on the retina completely lack these attributes. In many respects, our brains construct our visual world. In the case of colour, the mapping between the wavelength of light that our eyes detect and the colour we consciously perceive is largely constructed within the brain. This can be illustrated by striking illusions in which adults perceive the same colour as being quite different when the surrounding visual scene is changed (such as changing the angle or direction of the primary light source). Our visual system resolves this ambiguity by using its experience of what was seen in the past. The colours we perceive are therefore shaped by our experience over development.

Research indicates that infants develop three types of colour receptors in their retinas (trichromatic) by three months. A recent study suggests that four-month old infants had preferences that were quite different from adult preferences. For example, infants preferred to look at dark yellow hues rather than blues/greens. However, both adult and infant's preferences interacted with lighting and saturation. It remains unclear why infants preferred these colours. Understanding how children's perception of colour develops and changes according to their visual experience is an important question.

**Manipulative elements in books**

While it is currently unknown how interacting with a book by turning pages, opening hidden flaps etc. might influence later motor learning, the results from the “sticky mittens” studies mentioned earlier (page 17) indicate that active motor experience tends to facilitate later learning about objects and object properties. However, a recent study contrasting books with manipulative elements to those with realistic images showed that 20-month-olds were distracted by the presence of “pop-ups” when learning facts. More research may be necessary to understand at what age manipulative elements may be beneficial as well as the specific skills for which they might be advantageous.

**The importance of attention and variability to learning in the early years**

As early as eight months of age, babies can start to extract and remember words from stories that are read to them repeatedly. But when it comes to learning, is it more efficient for adults to repeat items or to introduce novel items? Recent work has shown that reading the same three stories repeatedly (as compared to nine different stories where the words occurred the same number of times) enhances 3-year-old children’s long-term memory of words. The authors suggest that hearing the same stories guides attention to the specific words to be learned. On the first reading of a book, children’s attention might be drawn to the characters and the plot. In later readings, children’s attention might be drawn to the less salient but novel words and therefore add them to their vocabulary. This suggests that children might benefit from predictability and repetition, as this draws their attention away from the overall context and narrative to the individual words they would not otherwise learn. It is important to point out that drawing an infant’s attention to a target, and away from the background can also be accomplished in other ways including using social gestures like pointing, removing other objects from view, covering distractors and so on.
However, for some tasks, variability during learning is important. It has been shown that when children do not realise that the targets themselves are variable, drawing attention to such variability is particularly beneficial. For instance, children must extract spelling-to-sound correspondences when learning to read in English. As English is not completely transparent, these spelling-sounds rules are not simple to extract e.g., the ‘e’ in ‘bed’ sounds quite different from the ‘e’ in ‘bead’. It has also been demonstrated that 7-year-old children benefit from learning to read different spelling-sound mappings. Researchers suggest that children should be introduced to different families of spelling-sound mapping early on. Rather than starting with “mat”, “rat”, “bat” and so on, word families such as “fan”, “pat”, “pal”, “lap” were recommended. Such variability is also important when extracting grammatical rules (like ‘verb+—ed’ as in “Mary walked there”, “Mary climbed there”). Using words from an artificial language that children did not know, researchers have demonstrated that young children learn these abstract rules (like +ed) only when many different ‘verbs’ are used.

While the studies discussed above may appear to conflict in terms of the importance of variability and repetition, what appears to be important for learning is increasing the variability to emphasise the relevant information (this differs by situation; in the examples highlighted above it could be new vocabulary, grammatical structures or spelling-sound correspondences) and decreasing the variation of the background or contextual information. In the early stages of acquiring a skill, repetition may be important, while variability might be beneficial in the later stages of learning.

Summary and conclusions: how can the presence of books in the environment affect development in the early years?

The effects of early experience on brain development are profound. As laid out in this review, the brain is ‘tuned’ by the input from the environment around the child. Neural systems are very sensitive to different forms of this input; for example, newborns can very quickly learn to distinguish sounds in different languages. Here, we have discussed multiple sensitive periods across visual, auditory and social domains. Even within each of these domains, different kinds of input may be necessary at different time points for successful learning. As discussed above, books serve as inputs to influence an infant’s visual, social and linguistic development.

Early book sharing is important for later language and literacy. Rather than this being solely due to early exposure to print, book sharing may act as a facilitator of social interaction between adults and children. Because of the prolonged period of postnatal development (Box 1) in humans, social interaction and infant-caregiver bonding is highly important to our species. As discussed, children’s attention to books in concert with parental language can enhance children’s vocabulary. Parental interaction during reading seems to be beneficial - that is, responding to the child’s communicative attempts, providing feedback, labelling objects that the child is interested in and so on. Unlike more passive tasks (for example, watching a TV show), books allow for dynamic engagement between the caregiver and infants. Such switching of attention, between an object and a speaker, has been suggested to facilitate development.

Books also allow for infants to actively engage in and explore the world around them - even before they are able to walk. Early book sharing provides an avenue for
infants to elicit information from their caregivers - they may point, gesture or produce speech to get this information. In addition, through manual interaction with books, toddlers learn that pictures are not really objects, but serve as representations of objects. Such symbolic understanding lies at the heart of language and reading. In fact, children growing up in environments where books are less commonplace seem to treat pictures differently from those who are exposed to books regularly.

Importantly, books are a stable source of information throughout childhood. This does not mean that books always contain accurate content (for example, books on fantasy do not accurately represent the world), but that the child can access the same pictures and text in a constant fashion. When parents read to children, children might use this information to learn words, understand what the words refer to and build their sound systems. Books, songs and nursery rhymes introduce children to the patterns characteristic of language through the repetition of certain phrases and rhyming. As children start to read, the familiarity they have built with the words and stories is particularly important to learn the correspondence between letters and sound. Books also serve to introduce new vocabulary and more complex language into children’s lives, input that might be particularly important in the early school years.

Books may also be able to serve as a source of input for people growing up in challenging circumstances. For example, some children with visual impairments are reported to have social difficulties. As books can serve to build social and symbolic understanding, books that these children can touch and feel might prove beneficial for their understanding of objects and exploration of the world around them. For these reasons, books are a valuable part of the developing child’s environment, and particularly when considering the enhancement of the quality and quantity of parent-child interaction.
Recommendations

1. What is the best age to start to share rhymes, stories and books with children?

In sections I and II, we discussed evidence indicating that children can remember the tune and sounds of language quite early, and even prenatally. Newborns are able to extract information from rhymes and songs. We suggest that starting to share books at 3 to 4 months may be particularly appropriate. At this age, visual acuity and basic attention skills are sufficiently developed, and infants have a rudimentary ability to begin to explore the world with their hands. In addition, they have an active interest in exploring objects. Evidence suggests that language benefits (measured by later receptive and expressive language ability) may only accrue from shared reading after 8-months of age. Therefore, the period between 4-8 months appears optimal to begin book sharing with text.

Story comprehension and understanding of narratives may only emerge by the preschool years. However, as we have highlighted, children may extract other information from stories and may enjoy the changes in the tone of parent’s voice as well as the repetition of certain words and phrases. There is no evidence against reading stories before 12 months, but parents should be aware that babies are unlikely to be following the full structure of the story at this stage. Rather, babies may be using this shared activity to build social routines, and to begin their journey towards understanding language and vocabulary.

2. What is the best way for parents to share rhymes, stories and books with children?

As we have highlighted here, young children benefit more from book sharing than book reading. Parents should be responsive to children’s attempts to communicate. This means they should ask open-ended questions, shadow their child’s interest (or lack of it), and encourage their child to explore different aspects of the book. Book reading helps children learn language when they engage in responsive interactions about word meanings. This is best learnt in a positive and socially engaging context.

We have also discussed the value of both repetition and variability. It seems that repetition is particularly important for younger children, who benefit from hearing the same word often and in different contexts. Parents should also be aware that children focus on different components of a book at different ages. Infants start with extracting pictures from the visual scenes, then learning new words, but progress to learning more about the stories, characters and routines in books by the preschool years. They may be able to extract different information over multiple readings of the same book. However, the interactive component may help to introduce variability in the language that parents use, ensuring that it is targeted at the child’s level.

While it has been shown that learning is more efficient in social situations using books and toys (as compared to passively watching TV), research on how digital media (for example, books delivered on an iPad or kindle) will contrast with more traditional paper books has only just begun and was not the focus of this review. Unlike TVs, such electronic devices do allow for social interaction and manual exploration by the child. Yet, the content displayed on the device is more transitory in nature, suggesting that there may be differences in the skills children learn from these devices. Please see the cited
papers for further information on this area of research. We recommend further research on this topic, considering its importance in modern day living.

3. How do environmental factors affect language and literacy development?

Bilingual environments can affect children’s language development in that they use different strategies for learning. This is not a disadvantage when learning language or becoming literate, and in some specific cases may even be an advantage. Considering the real-world benefits of speaking multiple languages, we endorse the continuing use of all languages in multi-lingual homes.

Socioeconomic differences may affect language and literacy. In this regard, shared book reading, especially when child-focused may be particularly beneficial in changing existing language trajectories and levelling the field for school entry. In book sharing parents should be child-focused and provide encouragement to children to make their wishes and desires about the book clear.

Other environments discussed here include being born blind or deaf. For deaf children, it is clear that visual language input is key. Especially for deaf children born to hearing families, books that include “sign and sing along” may provide one way for parents to engage and create social and language environments for their children. Rhymes, songs and social routines are likely to be valuable for children with visual impairments, again, because they help create shared social experiences and a context for further learning. More research is required into how the early tactile experience of books and toys could benefit these children. Targeted programmes, such as Bookstart Corner, Bookshine, and Booktouch aim to provide additional support for families who need it and, while the current literature on how books play a role in developing symbolic representations is encouraging, further research on the effects of these programmes is strongly recommended.

Other factors associated with poor language and literacy outcomes later in life are self-control and attention. An open question in this regard is whether de-cluttering the visual scene (to make children focus on one object at a time) is beneficial for children who are easily distracted. Parents may be able to do this by covering other objects, pointing to the object in question and using other means to direct children’s interest to the object of interest. Removing distractors (such as switching off the competing TV/radio) may be useful in helping children focus on the book.

Executive Summary

This report reviews current evidence on human brain and behavioural development over the early years, specifically in relation to the sensory and cognitive “toolkit” of abilities relevant to book use and enjoyment. Based on current research findings from studies of infants we recommend that book experiences commence from 3 or 4 months of age, with evidence that such experiences benefit later language and communicative skills from 8 months. The sharing experience of books between parents and their infants provides a rich context for developing a variety of social skills known to be critical for facilitating later learning. Further, multiple readings of the same book within a social interactive context provides both the degree of repetition and variability necessary for optimal learning. Such experiences in the early years have the potential to equalise imbalances in pre-schoolers readiness for school education. Little is currently known about whether electronic books have the same or different benefits. Research is also urgently required on the effects of early book experience
on infants with sensory limitations or developmental disorders. Children’s ability to adapt to different early environments (such as bilingualism, deafness, poor sight) may be enhanced by the use of appropriately modified books as these afford the opportunity to strengthen communication skills around shared materials.
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Box 1: What makes the human brain unique? 111,112.

The brains of all mammals follow a basic vertebrate brain plan that is found even in species such as salamanders, frogs, and birds. Despite the evolutionary continuity in this basic plan, one of the major differences between these species and higher primates (such as chimpanzees and humans) is in the dramatic expansion of the cortex, together with its associated structures (such as the basal ganglia).

As a first approximation, across different species brain size correlates with both body size and the length of developmental time it takes to reach its adult size. As large mammals, primates generally have a much more prolonged timetable for brain development than other mammals. However, even between Homo sapiens and other primates there is a wide difference in timing. In particular, our species’ period of postnatal cortical development is extended by roughly a factor of four compared to our closest cousin species.

Thus, while humans have the survival disadvantage of being born relatively immature and largely immobile, this prolonged period of postnatal development allows more time for social and physical environments to contribute to the tuning and shaping of brain circuitry. Viewed from this perspective, the high importance of parent-infant bonding and interaction as part of the constructed niche of our species becomes evident.
A popular idea is that the “left brain” is responsible for completely different functions than the “right brain”. Further, it is suggested that each hemisphere can be trained independently, as if they were two different miniature brains. This myth is based on the reality that in adults, greater left hemisphere activation is often observed for certain activities (such as processing language), and greater right hemisphere activation is typically seen for other tasks (such as viewing faces). Some studies in infants suggest that these patterns may be present at birth, for instance, left hemisphere dominance for language. However, other evidence suggests that other examples of hemispheric specialization clearly emerge during childhood, and possibly also during the acquisition of reading. Claims about hemispheric specialization need to always be critically assessed as: (1) they are often based on average results across a population, and there are usually many examples of individuals that show different patterns of specialization, e.g. around 90% of right-handed adults have language localized to the left hemisphere, but this is true of only 67% of left-handed individuals; (2) nearly always, both hemispheres show some involvement in all tasks, and (3) details of the baseline measures used can change the apparent patterns of specialization observed.
Box 3: Selective loss/ training in early visual development

Newborns can discriminate between a number of different faces, from different races as well as different species. With experience, children’s ability to recognize faces becomes restricted to those with which they are most familiar (human faces from their own ethnic group) and they lose the ability to distinguish faces of other species. Such “pruning” is similar to the ‘rise and fall’ pattern discussed in Section I. For example, while 6-month olds, 9-month olds and adults are equally good at discriminating between two human faces, only 6-month olds are able to discriminate between monkey faces. Pascalis and colleagues (2005) conducted a training study to explore whether this loss was due to experience. A group of 6-month-old human infants were regularly shown six Barbary monkey faces using picture books for three months. Each monkey had a name, and parents showed children the books for about 1-2 minutes every day for three months. This group of 6-month-olds was tested at the end of training, that is, when they were 9-month-olds. In contrast to untrained 9-month-olds who had not been exposed to many monkey faces, the trained infants did not lose their ability to discriminate monkey faces. These findings illustrate how experience with books can shape the development of the visual system.
**Box 4: The role of music in childhood** ²⁷,¹¹⁶,¹¹⁷

Most children acquire their basic musical skills through everyday exposure to music. Regardless of formal training, this everyday listening exposure allows them to follow the rhythm and experience the emotional content of music as well as remember and recall familiar tunes.

Adults and infants both show greater difficulty differentiating between sounds that lack harmony relative to harmonic sounds. With listening experience, the auditory system is trained to expect the musical structure of the child’s cultural environment. For example, Western adults have expectations and preferences for the harmony of a melody. Experiments with 8-month-old infants indicate that they have no specific preferences for the harmony associated with their culture. These cultural preferences only emerge by the age of 6-7 years. However, there is some work suggesting that if newborns are familiar with the music being played, a harmonic alteration can lead to different brain responses. It is therefore unclear how to relate children's behavioural responses to their brain responses with respect to harmony.

In contrast to harmonic skills, rhythmic discrimination is observed fairly early on (in fact, as early as two months of age). There is some indication that this may develop as a consequence of biological or regular movement - for example, bouncing a child to a particular rhythm affected how they interpreted an auditory rhythm. Some scientists believe that the rhythmic nature of speech and particularly songs and nursery rhymes might help infants find the words in their language and understand how to segment words into finer sound units.

While the content of speech and music is clearly different, the brain networks that subserve listening and detection of violations for both speech and music overlap substantially (even in newborns). Some studies suggest that infants may have a less clear demarcation between speech and music. Indeed, speech directed at infants by adults has a sing-song nature (often called “motherese”).

There is emerging evidence that formal musical training may enhance sensitivity to rhythms in language, the detection of violations in pitch during speech and the ability to pick up syntactic structure. During early childhood, there may also be small effects of formal musical training on general skills such as attention and executive functioning, which may be of overall benefit during learning. However, how long these benefits might last has not been established.
Appendix 1: Building a brain: Prenatal development

The life story of a neuron: the formation of the central nervous system

The sequence of events involved in the prenatal development of the human brain closely resembles that of many other vertebrates. The fertilised egg initially divides to form a cluster of cells. This cluster then differentiates into a three-layered structure; each layer of which gives rise to different organ systems. The outermost layer gives rise to the nervous system and brain. A portion of the outer layer folds in on itself to form a hollow cylinder, which then differentiates further to form the major subdivisions of the central nervous system with the forebrain and midbrain arising at one end of this cylinder and the spinal cord at the other. A series of bulges and convolutions form at the brain end of the neural tube. Around five weeks after conception, these bulges can be identified as the foundations for different parts of the brain such as the cortex, the midbrain and the cerebellum.

The life story of a neuron: birth

Differentiation within the different bulges gives rise to the complex layering patterns and cell types found in the adult brain. Within these bulges, cells are born, travel, and change form into particular types of neurons and supporting cells. The majority of brain cells are born in two zones (ventricular/subventricular) that are situated close to the hollow part of the neural tube. These two zones yield separate cell lines (glial cells and neurons). These are produced by division of cells in these cells to produce clones (a group of cells which are produced by division of a single precursor cell). In some cases, particular precursor cells give rise to specific types of cells or neurons. Cells in the ventricular zone gives rise to subcortical structures such as the midbrain and thalamus, whereas the cells in the sub-ventricular zone form to the cortex.

The life story of a neuron: migration

After young neurons are born, they travel or migrate from the zones they are born in to the region where they are located in the mature brain. The first and more common type of migration is passive. This occurs when cells that have been generated are then simply pushed further away from the two zones mentioned earlier by more recently born cells. This form of migration gives rise to an “outside-in” pattern with the oldest cells get pushed toward the surface of the brain, while the most recently generated cells remain closer to their place of birth. Passive migration gives rise to subcortical brain structures such as the thalamus, the hippocampus, and parts of the brain stem.

The second form of migration is more active and involves the young cell moving past previously generated cells to create an "inside-out" pattern. This pattern is found in the cerebral cortex. With the subventricular zone, each mother (precursor) cell gives rise to approximately one hundred neurons. These neurons all migrate along the same route, with the youngest travelling past their older cousins. The route they take is determined by following a radial fibre - a long process that stretches from top to bottom of the cortex and originates from a supporting cell. These fibres act like a guidance rope to help ensure that cells produced by one precursor unit all contribute to one radial column within the cortex.
Migration of neurons to the cortex peaks around 12-20 weeks after conception and is complete by 26-29 weeks. By the time of birth in humans, the vast majority of neurons have been born, migrated to their final locations, and have differentiated into recognisable types. The main lobes of the cortex are also developed. Nevertheless, a very considerable portion of human brain development continues into postnatal years.
Appendix 2: Brain oscillations

Even simple nervous systems show spontaneous activity that is only sometimes driven by sensory or motor events. Oscillatory activity (rhythmic, repetitive activity) is a fundamental property of the brain. In human brains, oscillatory activity can occur at multiple different frequencies simultaneously. Oscillations at different frequencies are not mere reflections of patterns of neuron firing; they are also thought to play a role in binding activity states across near and far regions of the brain. Indeed, some researchers have argued that specific oscillation frequencies characterise distinct functional networks, and keep their information processing distinct from other regions.

In development, some of these spontaneous rhythms may have particular importance in building the appropriate connections between regions. This is even before inputs from the external world have any effect. For instance, patterns of spontaneous firing of cells within the eyes (before they have opened and exposed themselves to light) transmit signals that help induce the structure of a critical visual relay region. The role of external sensory stimulation may be to tweak and fine-tune the oscillation patterns in our sensory systems.
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